
Closet system in bulk

‘’WALL-OUT’’

Description

‘’WALL-OUT’’ : the storage revolution.

Is a unique system that saves valuable space and 

gives a better view to all your clothes, whatever

we are talking of a Walk-in, small closet or any

structure that can accept that easy to mount

system. You can fix it on a wall, on a door or in an 

existing cabinet. Useful at home, hotels, 

recreative vehicles, office, as few places. Perfect

for people with limited mobility and in a rolling

chair. This system is not an alternative to storage, 

it is simply a new way to hang clothes.

Advantages

• The different components of Wall-Out system 

allows you to create a complete closet in a small 

space.

• The basis of the system consist of a wood bar of 8’ 

long that is cuttable to size. We recommend to cut in 

the increments of the concerned bar.

• Available with holes at increments of 1" or with 

increments of 1 1/2".
• Add hangers and you are all set up with a basic 

system.

• We recommend to leave 18" free on the side that 

clothes are folded up to respect the dimension you 

haves available.

• Can be installed on a wall, in a cabinet or on a door.

• Friction plate at the end of the bar which allows to 

hold the hangers in place all the way through the bar.

• Each hanger can hold 3 pieces of clothes.

• Easy installation, you just have to find the wall 

studs, drill the bar to indicated spots and screw the 

bar into the studs. You are then ready to use the 

system.

• Reversible, can be installed to the right or to the 

left.

• Other components are also available to complete 

your storage organization, see next page.
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Modular closet system according to your 

needs.

Application

• Residential

• Hotels

• Recreative vehicles

• Etc
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How to order

Cuttable bar of  8’

535810150 Holes increments of 1"
535815150 Holes increments of 1 1/2"
Sold by unit

53520100 Friction plate

Hold hangers in their open or 

close position

Sold by the unit

53510100 Hangers

Holds 3 pieces of clothes each. 

Sold in box of 50

53521100 Side jagged support of 12"
53522100 Side jagged support of 14"
53523100 Side hooked support 14"
53524100 Side support combined 14"
Sold by the unit

1- Order a bar of 8’

2- Order the friction plate (recommended)

- To mount the reversible bar 53510150 or 53515150 to the wall, we recommend to find

the wall studs to fix the bar strongly.

- You can cut the bar to size in respecting the holes increments of the bar. Which means

that for the bar 53510150, you have to cut the bar at increments of 1", and for the bar  

53515150, you have to cut the bar at increments of 1 ½".

- You have to keep 18" free on the side that the hangers are folded up in sort that they

do not exceed the bar length and to respect the dimension you have.

- We recommend to add the friction plate 53520100. This plate acts on the first 

hanger and stop it to pivot freely. So when all other hangers are folded up, the first 

one holds others in closed position.

3- Order the pivoting hangers
- Add the quantity of hangers 53510100 according to your needs, you just have to 

insert them into the bar holes. 

4- Order the side support
- You can install a side support on the 18" of free space left at the end of the 

bar. Once fold down, this support do not interfere with the hangers of the 

bar and gives you even more storage space. 4 models are available.

5- Order regular and clamp hangers
53540100 Set of hangers and pants 

clamp hangers.

The set include 4 hangers and 4 

pants hangers. To be used with the 

side supports.

- Obviously, the set of regular hangers and clamp hangers for 

pants 53540100 is then necessary.
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IMPORTANT NOTE : Make sure to use the right and solid

anchorages depending the type of material on which you will

install the system. Once the system fulled up, the weight will be

considerable.

Additional informations

- Each hanger 53510100 allows to hang 3 pieces of clothes

- For the bar 53510150, 24 pieces of clothes by linear feet

- For the bar 53515150, 16 pieces of clothes by linear feet

- The maximum lenght for bars is 24" because of the lenght of the hangers.

- The bar 53515100 require 8" of depth only, the bar 53510100 requires 18" of depth.

- The side supports require 16" of depth.

- This system of pivoting hangers is suitable only for light clothes.

- For coats and other heavier clothes, use the set of regular hangers and clamp hangers for pants with a side

support # 53540100. 
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